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The Struggle for Power 1996 in the autumn and winter months of 1923 a
political drama took place in the russian communist party the consequences of
which not only predetermined the tragic outcome in the personal fate of many of
its participants but also to a considerable extent stipulated the character and
orientation of the later events in the party and the country as a whole as lenin lay
dying the once powerful bolsheviks were splitting into hostile groups the direct
and indirect heirs to power were moving into the light of history each having his
own identity and peculiar features ambitions and purposes this present collection
of the archival materials is the first attempt to give more or less integral scientific
and documental presentation of the struggle at that stage it is the aim of the
author that these documents mainly unknown or little known even in russia will
enrich the source study store of the researchers dealing with the history of the
russian communist party of the 1920s and will allow the introduction of certain
corrections in historical concepts of that period
The Formation of the Soviet Union 1997-04-25 here is the history of the
disintegration of the russian empire and the emergence on its ruins of a
multinational communist state in this revealing account richard pipes tells how
the communists exploited the new nationalism of the peoples of the ukraine
belorussia the caucasus central asia and the volga ural area first to seize power
and then to expand into the borderlands the formation of the soviet union
acquires special relevance in the post soviet era when the ethnic groups
described in the book once again reclaimed their independence this time
apparently for good in a 1996 preface to the revised edition pipes suggests how
material recently released from the russian archives might supplement his
account
The Formation of the Soviet Union 1957 this text provides a survey of the soviet
management of the nationalities question it traces the conflicts and tensions
created by the geographic definition of national territories the establishment of
several official national languages and the world s first mass affirmative action
programmes
The Formation of the Soviet Union 1974 kosher pork an oxymoron anna
shternshis s fascinating study traces the creation of a soviet jewish identity that
disassociated jewishness from judaism the cultural transformation of soviet jews
between 1917 and 1941 was one of the most ambitious experiments in social
engineering of the past century during this period russian jews went from relative
isolation to being highly integrated into the new soviet culture and society while
retaining a strong ethnic and cultural identity this identity took shape during the
1920s and 1930s when the government attempted to create a new jewish culture
national in form and socialist in content soviet and kosher is the first study of key
yiddish documents that brought these soviet messages to jews notably the red
haggadah a soviet parody of the traditional passover manual songs about lenin
and stalin scripts from regional theaters socialist realist fiction and magazines for



children and adults more than 200 interviews conducted by the author in russia
germany and the united states testify to the reception of these cultural products
and provide a unique portrait of the cultural life of the average soviet jew
The Formation of the Soviet Union 1964 breaking the tongue examines the
implementation of the ukrainization of schools and children s organizations in the
1920s and early 1930s
Selected Writings on Opposition in the USSR 1923-30 1980 マルクス エンゲルスの登場
から ロシア革命とソ連建国 東西冷戦を経て 東欧民主化とソ連崩壊 そして現代まで その起伏に富んだ歴史を オクスフォード大学で長く教鞭をとった
共産主義研究の第一人者が描き尽くした渾身の大著
The Affirmative Action Empire 2001 the soviet union is often characterised as
nominally a federation but really an empire liable to break up when individual
federal units which were allegedly really subordinate colonial units sought
independence this book questions this interpretation revisiting the theory of
federation and discussing actual examples of federations such as the united
states arguing that many federal unions including the united states are really
centralised polities it also discusses the nature of empires nations and how they
relate to nation states and empires and the right of secession highlighting the
importance of the fact that this was written in to the soviet constitution it
examines the attitude of successive soviet leaders towards nationalities and the
changing attitudes of nationalists towards the soviet union overall it
demonstrates that the soviet attitude to nationalities and federal units was
complicated wrestling in a similar way to many other states with difficult
questions of how ethno cultural justice can best be delivered in a political unit
which is bigger than the national state
The Sovietization of Ukraine, 1917-1923 1980 1920年代のロシア革命の変貌過程を解明
Soviet and Kosher 2006 this book provides a systematic account of media and
communication development in soviet society from the october revolution to the
death of stalin summarizing earlier research and drawing upon previously
unpublished archival materials it covers the main aspects of public and private
interaction in the soviet union from public broadcast to kitchen gossip the first
part of the volume covers visual auditory and tactile channels such as posters
maps and monuments the second deals with media featuring public gatherings
personal letters telegraph telephone film and radio the concluding part surveys
major boundaries and flows structuring the soviet communicate environment the
broad scope of contributions to this volume will be of great interest to students
and researchers working on the soviet union and twentieth century media and
communication more broadly
Breaking the Tongue 2022-06-15 originally published in 1981 this study is
concerned with the extent to which the goal of sexual equality in employment as
set out for example in the soviet constitutions of 1936 or 1977 had been realised
in the ussr at the time the main focus is on the nature and extent of economic
inequality in the soviet union the subject has wider implications not only for our



understanding of the ussr but also for our perceptions of the way that labour
markets operate in a more general setting the book should be of interest to
feminists and labour economists as well as those with a professional interest in
the soviet union
The Soviet Agrarian Debate 1977 an acclaimed historian explores the dynamic
history of the twentieth century soviet union in ten concise and compelling
chapters the soviet union covers the entire soviet union experience from the
years 1904 to 1991 by putting the focus on three major themes warfare welfare
and empire throughout the book mark edele a noted expert on the topic clearly
demonstrates that the soviet union was more than simply russia instead it was a
multi ethnic empire the author explains that there were many incarnations of
soviet society throughout its turbulent history each one a representative of soviet
socialism the text covers a wide range of topics the end romanov empire the
outbreak of world war i the bolshevik revolution of 1917 the breakdown of the old
empire and its re constitution in the civil war the new economic policy the rise of
stalin the soviet s role in world war ii post war normalization and gorbachev s
attempt to end the cold war the author also explores the challenges encountered
by the successor states their struggles with and against democracy capitalism
authoritarianism and war this vital resource provides a concise overview of the
history of the soviet union includes information on the latest research that takes
the broad view of the history of the soviet union and its place in world history
treats scholarly disagreements as part of the history of the influence of the soviet
union on the course of the twentieth century offers suggestion for further
readings and a link to online primary sources written for students of twentieth
century russia the russian revolution the soviet union and the cold war and
twentieth century world history the soviet union a short history is a volume in the
popular wiley short histories series
共産主義の興亡 2012-09 almost twenty years after the soviet union s end what are we to
make of its existence was it a heroic experiment an unmitigated disaster or a
viable if flawed response to the modern world what was the soviet union like how
did it evolve over seven decades what was the relationship between the regime
and the general population this introduction blends political history with an
investigation into the society and culture at the time the author examines
aspects of patriotism mass culture political violence poverty and ideology and
provides answers to some of the big questions about the soviet experience
The Soviet Union 2012 the purpose of this book is to document from basic soviet
sources the development of soviet military doctrine and its impact upon the
soviet armed forces soviet military doctrine is defined as the military policy of the
communist party in one way or another this policy affects the lives of all of us as
a possible threat to free institutions and political processes as well as to our
economic life and well being generally we approach soviet military policy in terms
of military balances and weapons comparisons in the number of men under arms



the speed of aircraft of the soviet bloc versus that of nato aircraft the number of
ballistic missiles and their throw weights studying such balances is of critical
importance in defining to some degree existing forces but it is only through a
deep and thorough study of the military policy of the communist party which
translates directly into military doctrine that we can obtain the background that
might aid in negotiating with the soviets on arms control matters or in making
decisions that will enable those nations outside of the soviet bloc to deter future
kremlin military moves
ロシア革命 2000-02 the dissolution of the soviet union has aroused much interest in
the ussr s role in world politics during its 74 year history and in how the
international relations of the twentieth century were shaped by the soviet union
jon jacobson examines soviet foreign relations during the period from the end of
the civil war to the beginning of the first five year plan focusing on the problems
confronting the bolsheviks as they sought to promote national security and
economic development he demonstrates the central importance of foreign
relations to the political imagination of soviet leaders both in their plans for
industrialization and in the struggle for supremacy among lenin s successors
jacobson adopts a post cold war interpretative stance incorporating glasnost and
perestroika era revelations he also considers soviet relations with both europe
and asia from a global perspective integrating the two modes of early soviet
foreign relations revolution and diplomacy into a coherent discussion most
significantly he synthesizes the wealth of information that became available to
scholars since the 1960s the result is a stimulating work of international history
that interfaces with the sophisticated existing body of scholarship on early soviet
history
Soviet Union Review 1925 this book tells the dramatic story of the unexpected
disintegration of the soviet union the author draws on a wide range of sources to
illustrate the growth of national awareness among the many subject peoples
partly promoted by the actions of the communists themselves he concludes that
the efforts of mikhail gorbachev to reform the state he initially controlled
undermined and eventually destroyed the mechanisms that held the non russians
in check
Media and Communication in the Soviet Union (1917–1953) 2022-03-01
this book is the first to offer a concise accessible overview of the evolution of the
soviet union as a multiethnic empire it reflects on how the soviet union was home
to many ethnic minorities and how their fates and that of the ussr itself were
bound to the question of how the soviet state responded variously throughout its
existence to the fundamental question of ethnic difference across its vast and
diverse territory the book then examines how the soviet collapse in 1991
fractured the union along markedly national lines leading to a variety of new
nation states including the russian federation being born brigid o keeffe explains
how and why the bolsheviks inscribed ethnic difference into the bedrock of the



soviet union and explores how minority peoples experienced the potential
advantages and disadvantages of ethnic politics within the soviet union
ukrainians and georgians jews and roma chechens and poles kazakhs and uzbeks
these and many other minority groups all distinctively shaped and were shaped
by the soviet and post soviet politics of ethnic difference the multiethnic soviet
union and its demise gives you the historical context necessary to understand
contemporary russia s relationships and conflicts with its post soviet neighbors
and the wider world beyond
Women's Work and Wages in the Soviet Union 2022-08-24 second secretary
of the central committee of a soviet republic does not sound a very important
position but as this book shows it was an extremely important role one that
helped hold the soviet union together and helped to keep it going for so long the
key was that second secretaries were both members of a soviet republic s ruling
body and at the same time members of the all union ruling elite they were often
characterised as moscow s governor generals this book examines how the
position of second secretary was established by khrushchev in the 1950s
explores how it took on increasingly important political functions representing
moscow s interests in the republics and the republics interests in moscow and
discusses how the conflicts inherent in the role developed the book also provides
biographical details of the people who held the position and argues that the role
was extremely effective in managing what could otherwise have been very
difficult relationships between centre and periphery
Soviet Political Agreements and Results 1959 this is the first volume to
consistently examine soviet engagement with world literature from multiple
institutional and disciplinary perspectives intellectual history literary history and
theory comparative literature translation studies diaspora studies its emphasis is
on the lessons one could learn from the soviet attention to world literature as
such the present volume makes a significant contribution to current debates on
world literature beyond the field of slavic and east european studies and
foregrounds the need to think of world literature pluralistically in a manner that is
not restricted by the agendas of anglophone academe
The Soviet Union 2018-11-13 during the twentieth century 80 percent of all
famine victims worldwide died in china and the soviet union in this rigorous and
thoughtful study felix wemheuer analyzes the historical and political roots of
these socialist era famines in which overambitious industrial programs endorsed
by stalin and mao zedong created greater disasters than those suffered under
prerevolutionary regimes focusing on famine as a political tool wemheuer
systematically exposes how conflicts about food among peasants urban
populations and the socialist state resulted in the starvation death of millions a
major contribution to chinese and soviet history this provocative analysis
examines the long term effects of the great famines on the relationship between
the state and its citizens and argues that the lessons governments learned from



the catastrophes enabled them to overcome famine in their later decades of rule
The Soviet Union: A Very Short Introduction 2009-07-23 if the soviet union
did not have a socialist society then how should its nature be understood the
present book presents the first comprehensive appraisal of the debates on this
problem which was so central to twentieth century marxism
Soviet Military Doctrine 2019-06-21 the fall of communism and the break up of
the soviet union into 15 independent states in december 1991 was one of the
most significant events of the 20th century in the last years of soviet rule images
of mass protests on the streets of moscow tbilisi and vilnius bloodshed in baku
striking miners mikhail gorbachev wooing the west and boris yeltsin defiantly
mounting a tank in front of the white house building in moscow shattered all of
the old certainties about the seemingly unbreakable communist system
gorbachev and yeltsin were the dominant figures in this process but non russian
national movements workers intellectuals and international developments all had
roles to play jeremy smith presents the dramatic events of 1985 91 in a clear and
succinct form setting out a variety of interpretations for the demise of
communism in the soviet union and suggesting new approaches to answering the
unresolved question of why it happened smith discusses the long term and short
term factors behind the extraordinary collapse assessing the impact of economic
crisis nationalism personalities and democratization in the process
When the Soviet Union Entered World Politics 2023-11-10 秘密指定 にされていた各種の歴史的保管文
書や資料が ソ連崩壊後に公開されはじめた この尨大な資料を基にして スターリンとその体制の恐るべき秘密に実証的かつスリリングに迫る これまで
の通説や憶測を覆す決定版 スターリン回顧が語られる今 批判的な本格的スターリン伝 日本語版のために 2002年書き下ろしの新論文5篇を収録
The Disintegration of the Soviet Union 1996-11-04 this 2002 study examines the
process of the disintegration of the soviet state
横浜高等商業学校図書目録 1935 includes entries for maps and atlases
The Soviet Union, 1933-1939 1952 examining the long and turbulent relationship
between vietnam and the soviet union douglas pike traces its political economic
and diplomatic history from the bolshevik revolution to today s deep and intricate
alliance he not only explores this extraordinary relationship but also outlines its
great geopolitical significance for the entire region
The Multiethnic Soviet Union and its Demise 2022-09-08 this is a new and
thorough revision of a recognized classic whose first edition was hailed as the
most authoritative account in english of the governing of the soviet union now
with historical material rearranged in chronological order and with seven new
chapters covering most of the last fifteen years this edition brings the soviet
union fully into the light of modern history and political science the purposes of
fainsod s earlier editions were threefold to explain the techniques used by the
bolsheviks and stalin to gain control of the russian political system to describe the
methods they employed to maintain command and to speculate upon the
likelihood oftheir continued control in the future this new edition increases very
substantially the attention paid to another aspect of the political process how



policy is formed how the soviet union is governed whenever possible mr hough
attempts to analyze the alignments and interrelationships between soviet policy
institutions moreover he constantly moves beyond a description of these
institutions to probe the way they work two chapters are devoted to the
questions of individual political participation other chapters examine the internal
organization of institutions and explore the ways in which the backgrounds of
their officials influence their policy positions and alliances the picture that
emerges is an unprecedented account of the distribution of power in the soviet
union
Governing the Soviet Union's National Republics 2020-11-29 this in depth
exploration of five industries in the kola peninsula examines soviet power and its
interaction with the natural world
World Literature in the Soviet Union 2024-02-20 the early soviet union s
nationalities policy involved the formation of many national republics within
which nation building and modernization were undertaken for the benefit of
backward peoples this book in considering how such policies were implemented
in azerbaijan argues that the soviet policies were in fact a form of imperialism
with nation building and modernization imposed firmly along soviet lines the book
demonstrates that in azerbaijan and more widely among western turkic peoples
the volga and crimean tatars there were before the onset of soviet rule well
developed forward looking secular national movements which were not at all
backward and were different from the soviets the book shows how in the period
1920 to 1940 the two different visions competed with each other with eventually
the pre soviet vision of azerbaijani culture losing out and the soviet version
dominating in a new soviet azerbaijani culture the book examines the details of
this sovietization of culture in language policy and the change of the alphabet in
education higher education and in literature the book concludes by exploring how
pre soviet azerbaijani culture survived to a degree underground and how it was
partially rehabilitated after the death of stalin and more fully in the late soviet
period
Famine Politics in Maoist China and the Soviet Union 2014-06-24
北槎聞略 1988
Western Marxism and the Soviet Union 2007-06-30
Biographical Dictionary of Dissidents in the Soviet Union 1982-05-26
The Fall of Soviet Communism, 1986-1991 2017-03-16
知られざるスターリン 2003-03
Nationalist Mobilization and the Collapse of the Soviet State 2002-02-04
National Union Catalog 1956
Vietnam And The Soviet Union 2020-01-28
How the Soviet Union is Governed 1979
The Nature of Soviet Power 2016-04-11
The Politics of Culture in Soviet Azerbaijan, 1920-40 2016-06-23
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